
2018 has 
already 
begun



Ever taken a walk 
in the footsteps of 
real giants? 

Ever seen a famous 
Mondrian painting 
which converges 
with the beach 
of Terschelling?



This means that throughout 2018 
Fryslân/Friesland will be the centre of 
attention. We expect four million visits; 
for the hundreds of events, devised 
by professionals and many thousands 
of Frisians. The four National Parks, 
UNESCO World Heritage sites, Wadden 
Sea islands and 30,000 hectares of lakes 
provide Leeuwarden and Fryslân with the 
most beautiful scenery that a European 
Capital of Culture could wish for.

We are 
European 
Capital of 
Culture 
in 2018. 



Along with hundreds of ideas from the 
inhabitants, there are over forty major 
projects that form the backbone of the 
program. Eight mega-events, such as 
the opening and closing ceremonies, will 
attract Europeans to come and discover 
Fryslân. There are exclusive scoops, such 
as the giants of the famous French group 
Royal de Luxe, who will enchant the city 
centre of Leeuwarden during the summer 
of 2018. Previous visits to Liverpool, 
Mexico City and London gathered  
millions of spectators.

40 major 
projects
8 mega-events
exclusive 
scoops
opening 
and closing 
ceremonies



11Fountains  is a crowd pleaser.  
The famous Elf Stedentocht will  
become a permanent art route with  
11 fountain art pieces in the 11 Frisian 
cities. Each designed by renowned  
artists from 11 countries. In every city, 
residents and entrepreneurs contribute  
to the conversation and decision 
regarding the realisation and the most 
appropriate location. The designs of  
the artists will be inspired by the  
history of the city.

11Fountains



Talant and CityProms involve Frisians 
with a disability in the programme of the 
classical music festival. Kunstkade visits 
Frisian primary schools and encourages 
children to start their own projects.  
A glass manufacturer from the corporate 
network Club2018 hires visual art interns 
who will create 2018-glass art pieces.

Open 
community



There are hundreds of projects 
from the Frisian community. 
An example is Leen Een Fries 
(Borrow a Frisian), a project of local 
libraries in which native Frisians 
spend half a day showing tourists 
their heritage. Another example 
takes place in Veenwoudsterwal, 
where a journalist presents 128 
portraits of his fellow villagers in 
an exhibition.

Everyone 
is welcome, 
anyone can 
participate. 

Discover that 2018 
has already begun. 

Visit 2018.nl
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